Analysis of liver regeneration
by genetic marking studies provides an exciting method not only to identify newly replicated cells, but also to determine their migration patterns within the hepatic acinus. This review addresses timely issues such as hepatocyte "streaming" and the origin in hepatocellular carcinoma.
We now realize that a single hepatocyte can potentially replace 90% of the liver. This unique ability supports the use of hepatocyte transplantation as a modality to replace damaged liver and as a vehicle to deliver genes for replacement therapy. With the advent of methods to genetically mark cells of different lineages, it has become possible to follow their growth and migration characteristics.
The results suggest, in fact, that the adult parenchymal cell is responsible for postnatal replication of hepatocytes and that streaming from periportal to pericentral regions does not occur. Does this imply, however, that the fully differentiated hepatocyte is the cellular origin of hepatocellular carcinoma? This review finds growing evidence to implicate both hepatocytes and oval cells as precursors of primary hepatic cancers. However, if oval cells are truly bipotential in their ability to replicate into hepatocytes or bile ductular cells, one might expect to see some incidence of cholangiocarcinoma in the models of multistep hepatic carcinogenesis.
In fact, such is the case! The use of retroviral vectors and marker genes such as -galactosidase are of unquestionable benefit in answering basic questions regarding the regenerative capacity of the liver, cell differentiation, and the cellular origin of hepatocellular cancers.
But the definitive studies of the existence and growth characteristics of multipotent stem cells in vivo are, in fact, lacking. Future studies to address these issues will undoubtedly use genetic marking, transgenic models, and the regenerating liver.
- The subject of this re-
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GENETIC MARKING TECHNIQUES

HEPATOCYTES ARE THE SOURCE FOR NEW CELLS IN THE NORMAL POSTNATAL UVER AND DO NOT MIGRATE
The source of new cells in the normal liver has been controversial. Some investigators have favored the hypothesis that periportal stem cells give rise to daughter cells that "stream" toward the pericentral region and undergo apoptosis after approximately one year (11, 28, 29) . This model is shown in Fig. 1 
A-C. It resembles what occurs in other epithelial
organs such as the intestines, which undergo rapid regeneration in response to a continuous loss of cells (3) . An alternative viewpoint of liver development is that mature hepatocytes replicate during nor- mal liver growth and that newly formed cells do not migrate (14) , as shown schematically in Fig. iD-F lineage (3, 4 
Streaming Liver Model
A A second method for genetic marking provides further evidence against the streaming liver hypothesis. In these studiesrelationships in several other organs, where clusters of positive cells have been demonstrated to be donally related
4A-C.
Indeed, cultured hepatocytes cannot replicate more than a few times in vitro (11) . Furthermore, chronic liver regeneration results in the appearance of oval cells, which are the putative multipotent stem cells of the liver (8, (16) (17) (18) (19) ). An alternative model is that the hepatocyte itself is capable of many rounds of replication if a sufficient stimulus is applied. This model is shown in Fig. grammed in Fig. 5E (54, 56) . Other cancers were morphologically undifferentiated (55, 57) . In these studies, no CC were observed.
4D-F.
The above studies suggested that either hepatocytes or oval cells could develop into 11CC, whereas oval cells could develop into CC. However, the common expression of some genes in both cell types (8) Fig. 6A . This was delivered to rat hepatocytes in vivo using a retroviral transduction protocol that appears to be specific for hepatocytes (7) . Some rats were also treated with a low dose of the carcinogen diethylnitrosamine (DEN) to induce the additional mutations that are needed for multistep carcinogenesis.
In this study, rare cells that replicated as often as every 3-5 days were observed in all zones of the liver at 25 days after transduction with Ras-gal and DEN treatment, as shown in Fig. 6B, C 
